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Remote Video Monitoring

OnSight
G4S OnSight is a cost effective solution for video surveillance, theft deterrence and response. It targets key areas while creating
a virtual security perimeter. Solutions can be customized depending on the incident detected to alert authorities, alert on-site
staff or contact patrol services. Monitoring can help minimize risk to people and property from security threats such as a breach
in a customer’s perimeter, entering restricted areas or loitering.
G4S OnSight is a remote video monitoring solution offered by the G4S Risk Operations Center (ROC). The ROC is the first
global center to merge the management of risk intelligence services with remote video monitoring capabilities. Using advanced
technology, a team of highly trained and experienced operators acts in real-time to protect your assets.
G4S OnSight can be deployed quickly as a pole mounted unit or trailer unit making it suitable for both permanent and
temporary deployments. In addition, G4S OnSight can leverage your existing video surveillance equipment. The G4S OnSight
pole mounted unit and trailer unit are both fully modular and customizable to meet even the most unique requirements. The
pole mounted unit can be mounted anywhere with plug-in capabilities and be live for monitoring within minutes. The trailer
unit is ideal for temporary use and is designed specifically with remote or undeveloped properties in mind, requiring no existing
infrastructure or installation. Both types of units can withstand most weather conditions.

Product Features
24/7 video recording &
live streaming video
Stationary & PTZ
cameras
Strobe light & Siren

Two-way speaker for
live communication
Advanced analytics

Thermal camera
(optional)

Image of technology used for both pole mounted and trailer units
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OnSight
G4S offers three tiers of service with OnSight: Bronze, Silver and Gold. In all three tiers there is the option of pole mounted
or trailer units. The Gold tier is designed specifically for a customized solution including the option to leverage your existing
video surveillance equipment.

TIER
Pole mounted or trailer unit

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

x

x

x

Full monitoring service
(using existing equipment or
complete equipment install)

x

Voice-down & two-way
communication
Incident reporting

x

Monthly key performance indicator
(KPI) report

x

Weekly detailed key performance
indicator (KPI) report

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

Custom reporting options

x

Virtual patrol / tour (nightly)

x

Option: Remote
chaperone / concierge

x

Option: Remote access / doorman

x

NOTES

Can be deployed with minimal lead time and is suitable
for both permanent and
temporary deployments.

Can be deployed with minimal lead time and is suitable
for both permanent and
temporary deployments.

Allows for flexibility in
services. Requires more
in-depth examination of site
logistics, resulting in a longer
deployment cycle depending
on needs.

